field-oriented canvases by gallery artist Robert Greene, whose
work did not meet the challenge.
"Salvaged" is noteworthy, also, for heralding what some call a
"new model" for gallery cooperation in promoting an artist. As
the New York Times reported a few weeks ago, Pace Wildenstein
will co-represent Mr. Feher with D'Amelio Terras, the artist's
longtime dealer. The co-owner of D'Amelio Terras, Christopher
D'Amelio, tells me that his gallery approached Pace Wildenstein
with the idea, as a way to provide Mr. Feher with opportunities,
including physical exhibition space, which his gallery could not.
The two galleries share all the inventory of the artist's work, so
when something is sold, "both galleries benefit." In light of
recent controversies surrounding the high-profile change in
gallery affiliation of fashionable artists like John Currin and Tom
Friedman, it seems like a civilized and intelligent way to
proceed.
There are problems, however. Mr. Feher's work is funny,
intimate, and unpretentious, and all these qualities are lost in
this sanctimonious space. In "The Big Red Wedge" (2005), two
walls built of a few hundred beat-up plastic cola cases are set at
a right angle. Their gentle downward taper ends in a 30-foot
span, alluding to both Maya Lin's Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., and Sam Fuller's 1980 World War II movie,
"The Big Red One." But the context emphasizes its resemblance
to bloodless conceptual works by Sol LeWitt. A big hank of green
and black carton strapping, redolent of Alan Saret's amorphous
bundles and hanging from a beam by a loop of twine fastened to
the wall by a screw, would be more effective in an intimate
venue. Instead, it is stuck in a corner like a dunce.
In the admixture of Mr. Feher's campy abjectness, there is the
seed of a darkly giddy museum show here. A Jack Pierson
found-lettering piece would blow things wide open, likewise a
sculpture by Willie Cole made of second hand high-heeled shoes.
No matter. "Salvaged" is a shaky start to Mr. Feher's tenure on
PaceWildenstein's roster, but it signals that the gallery is willing
to take risks. That is always more interesting than betting on a
sure thing.
Until July 27 (545 W. 22nd St., between Tenth and Eleventh
avenues, 212-989-4258).
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